1EC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
2026 IDC RIBBON CABLE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
22206D107 MLCC 2220 CASE SIZE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
2EC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
2EP FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
2HP FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
3EC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
3EP FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
3HC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
3HP FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
4HC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
4HP FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
2276 HERMAPHROCON CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5001 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5002 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5004 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5006 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5009 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5009 VARICON CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5010 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5016 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5019 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5022 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5023 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5025 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5038 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5039 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5054 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
5A – 5Z DISC CERAMIC CAP – COMMERCIAL NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
61 – 69 DISC CERAMIC CAP – PROFESSIONAL NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
6255 RIGHT ANGLE SMT CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
6308 PRESS-FIT SQUARE POST CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
6335 CARD EDGE CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
6353 VARI PIN PRESS-FIT CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
6A – 6Z DISC CERAMIC CAP – SAFETY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
6EC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
6EP FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
7EC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8024 VARICON CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8112 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8131 VARICON CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8291 LOW PROFILE DIP PLUG IDC CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8311 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8312 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8313 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8314 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8331 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8332 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8336 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8464 DIN CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8611 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8612 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8613 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8614 FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
8EC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
9018 SUB-RACK CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
9151 HIGH RELIABILITY SPRING PIN CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
9152 HIGH RELIABILITY SPRING PIN CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
9153 HIGH RELIABILITY SPRING PIN CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
9154 MOBO BOARD TO BOARD CONNECTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
9170 PCMCIA FRAMELESS CARD KIT REPLACED WITH SERIES 9180
9EC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
AT31 ADVANCED PRODUCTS SURFACE CONTACT ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
AT32 ADVANCED PRODUCTS SURFACE CONTACT ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
ATC1A CHIP ATTENUATOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BA AXIAL METALLIZED POLYPROPYLENE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BB RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BC RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BD RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BEC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BF RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BG RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BH RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BL AXIAL METALLIZED POLYPROPYLENE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BN RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BO RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
BY6G Y SUPPRESSOR POLYESTER FILM CAP NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
C80V MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA
CEC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CF FILM CHIP CAPACITOR REPLACED WITH CB SERIES
CJ05 THICK FILM CHIP RESISTORS NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CJ10 THICK FILM CHIP RESISTORS NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CJ21 THICK FILM CHIP RESISTORS NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CJ32 THICK FILM CHIP RESISTORS NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CK31 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CK32 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CKR31 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CKR32 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CR03 THICK FILM CHIP RESISTORS NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CR05 THICK FILM CHIP RESISTORS NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CR06 CERAGUARD REPLACED WITH MR06
CR10 0603 CHIP RESISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CR21 0805 CHIP RESISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CR32 1206 CHIP RESISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CR63 CHIP RESISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CR89W MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA
CR90V MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA
CRA3A4E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRB1A2E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRB2A4E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRB3A4E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRB6A8E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRC112E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRC2A4E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRC3A4E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CRC4A8E 1206 RESISTOR ARRAY NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CVR32 TRIMMERPOT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CVR42 TRIMMERPOT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CVR43 TRIMMERPOT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CX06 TANTALUM RADIAL NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CX16 TANTALUM AXIAL NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
CY20 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
CY30 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
CYFR20 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
CYFR30 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT CYR20 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
CYR30 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
CYF NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
DI-0 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-1 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-2 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-3 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-3A AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-4 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-5 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-6 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-6A AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-7 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
DI-8 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
EI, ED, ET SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
ER, EF, EC SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
EP, ER SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
ET20 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
ET30 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
ET31 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
ETR20 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
ETR30 GLASS CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
FLA20 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA21 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA30 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA31 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA40 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA41 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA50 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA51 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FLA62 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FM, FP SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FT20 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FT30 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FT33 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FT40 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FT50 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
FT60 FEED THRU NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
GK7 EMI FILTER – CYLINDRICAL NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
GSR ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTICS NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HB/HF CERAMIC HIGH VOLTAGE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HF05 MICROWAVE RIBBON LEADED NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HF1 MICROWAVE RIBBON LEADED NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HF10 MICROWAVE RIBBON LEADED NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HF11 MICROWAVE RIBBON LEADED NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HF13 MICROWAVE RIBBON LEADED NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HF2 MICROWAVE RIBBON LEADED NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HF13 MICROWAVE RIBBON LEADED NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HICV HI VOLTAGE MLC CHIP 22206D107KAT2A REPLACED WITH 12106D107KAT2A
HR/HS CERAMIC HIGH VOLTAGE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HT/HU CERAMIC HIGH VOLTAGE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HVD-1 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HVD-2 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HVD-3 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HVD-4 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HVD-5 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HVD-6 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HVD-7 AVX DISC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
HZ CERAMIC HIGH VOLTAGE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
KAF LEADED SAW FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
KAR LEADED SAW FILTER REPLACED WITH PARS SMD (DIFFERENT FOOTPRINT)
KBR LEADED RESONATOR REPLACED WITH PBRC SMD (DIFFERENT FOOTPRINT)
KBF LEADED KHZ FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
KMR TPC ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
KSSX36 SURFACE MOUNT CRYSTAL UNIT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
LR21  LOW RESISTANCE CHIP RESISTOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
LR32  LOW RESISTANCE CHIP RESISTOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
LR50  LOW RESISTANCE CHIP RESISTOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
LR63  LOW RESISTANCE CHIP RESISTOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
M11272/03 GLASS CAPACITOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
M11272/04 GLASS CAPACITOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
M23269/03 GLASS CAPACITOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
M23269/04 GLASS CAPACITOR  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
M15733 CYLINDRICAL FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
MC10 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA10
MC20 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA40
MC21 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA40
MC50 MOLDED RADIAL LEADED (CERAMIC) REPLACED WITH MR05
MC54 MOLDED RADIAL LEADED (CERAMIC) REPLACED WITH MR04
MC60 MOLDED RADIAL LEADED (CERAMIC) REPLACED WITH MR06
MC70 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA20
MC71 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA20
MC78 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA30
MC80V MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA
MC85 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA50
MC87 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA60
MC89 MOLDED AXIAL REPLACED WITH MA
MC95 MOLDED RADIAL LEADED (CERAMIC) REPLACED WITH MR07
MC96 MOLDED RADIAL LEADED (CERAMIC) REPLACED WITH MR08
MIL-PRF-23269  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
MIL-PRF-11272  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/SEE ENG. FOR REPLACEMENT
NF08-NF20 NTC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
NK20 ACCURATE RADIAL DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
NV03 NTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PBFS SMD CERAMIC FILTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE03 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE04 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE06 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE08 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE10 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE12 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE16 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PE20 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG03 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG04 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG06 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG08 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG10 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG12 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG16 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PG20 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PS04 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PS06 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PS08 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PS10 PTC DISC THERMISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
PQ SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
QX**4H X2 SUPPRESSOR POLYESTER FILM CAP NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
RM SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
RNA44AE  CHIP RESISTOR NETWORK  NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
S1 RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
S2 AXIAL METALLIZED POLYPROPYLENE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
S4 RADIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
S8, S9 AXIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
SA AXIAL METALLIZED POLYPROPYLENE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
SC AXIAL METALLIZED OLYPROPYLENE NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
SC60 CERAGUARD REPLACED WITH MR06
SG AXIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
SH AXIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
SSR-CR SMD CERAMIC RESONATOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
ST AXIAL METALLIZED POLYESTER NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
STP TPC TRANSISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
SQ, ST SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
T, TR SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
TAA TANTALUM NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
TAR TANTALUM NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
TAL TANTALUM 3 LEADED DIP RADIAL NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
TAS TANTALUM FUSED CHIP NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
TMM TANTALUM MINITAN (MILITARY) NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
TMN TANTALUM MINITAN (NON-POLAR) NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
TMZ TANTALUM MINITAN (STANDARD) NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
U, UI, UR SOFT FERRITES NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
ULA05 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 0504
ULA10 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 0805
ULA15 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 1005
ULA35 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 1210
ULA55 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 1812
ULA60 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 2225
ULA65 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 1825
ULA70 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 1805
ULA78 SMP (CHIPS) REPLACED WITH 1808
UT ULTRATHIN CERAMIC CAPACITOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
VE07-VE24 METAL OXIDE VARISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
VF METAL OXIDE VARISTOR NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
Z1D Z CHIP NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
Z3A Z CHIP NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
Z3F Z CHIP NO LONGER MANUFACTURED/NO REPLACEMENT
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